Introduction
New catalysts are increasingly necessary for greater utilization of a dwindling chemical feedstock and to reduce the anthropomorphic degradation of the environment.
Efficacious synthesis of new catalysts will only be accomplished when there is a clear understanding of the associated microscopic molecular steps. The goal of this project was to generate, identify and characterize of transition metal containing molecules that can provide insight into these microscopic molecular steps. The molecular information we sought is both the geometric and electronic structure for metal carbides, carbenes, imides, nitrides, thiols, cyanides, halides, hydroxides, and hydrides from the reaction of CH 4 , NH 3 H 2 S, and CH 3 CN, CH 3 Cl, CH 3 OH and H 2 . All experiments depended upon recording and analyzing ultra-high resolution electronic spectra of gas-phase molecules.
A laser ablation/supersonic expansion scheme for sample production was developed and utilized, which allowed variable control over the internal temperature of the molecules and chemistry. Skimming the supersonic expansion and using single frequency lasers resulted in spectral resolution of < 40 MHz linewidth, which is unprecedented for this class of molecules and was required for full exploitation of the information content of electronic spectra.
Geometric information (bond lengths and bond angles) were extracted from the analysis of the rotational fine structure that appears in the electronic spectra. Electronic structural information was derived primarily from the analysis of magnetic hyperfine structure and electric field induced (Stark) shifts in the optical spectra. The high density of levels, large nuclear magnetic moments and numerous unpaired electrons for the metal containing molecules, makes the spectra-to-property transformation non-trivial. Modeling of the quantum energy levels was achieved using an effective Hamiltonian 
→c (dipolar parameter) α Dipole moments and bond lengths for numerous diatomic and polyatomic transition metal containing molecules were experimentally determined. The results are collected in Table I . b) The numbers in parentheses represent a 2σ error estimate.
The molecular orbital correlation diagrams for the first, second and third row transition metal diatomic molecules given, in Figure 1 for the representative FeC, RuC and PtC molecules, was developed in order to qualitatively reproduce the observed dipole moments. General observations: 1) Ab initio predictions for 2 nd row metal containing molecules are more reliable than those for the firs or third row.
2) The finite field predictions for dipole moments are more reliable than those from the expectation value approach. The large discrepancy given between the two theoretical approaches and with the observation shows that even the most sophisticated calculations are greatly under estimating the electron correlation effects.
3) All the dipole moments are much less that based on an ionic, point charge, model.
4)
Configurations that have either the 12σ or 9σ (Figure 1 ) or 4σ ( Figure 2 ) are greately reduced from that that do not implying that simultaneous ns and (n-1)d bonding is not favored.
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